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(Read Gen 15:1-22) 

As G-d scans the spectrum of humanity as with choosing David as King, G-d 

doesn’t even consider material wealth, prestige in the eyes of mankind, He 

doesn’t even look for moral perfection. He is in the habit of using “cracked pots”. 

Every chosen vessel from Noach to Avraham to Moses to David to Rav Sha’ul, HE 

looks at a heart that is willing to listen, one of fierce zealousness and loyalty.  

 

Noach was perfect in his generation the Torah says, true, but he obviously had 

and obedient heart. Who else would have been bold and crazy enough to build a 

giant boat on dry land, believing something no one has ever seen before called 

“rain” to water, flood and wipe out the earth!? Some of this actually boarders on 

what we would label today as insanity. The first monotheist who was willing to 

sacrifice his promised child to a G-d who he knows opposes human sacrifice 

because he truly believed in order to be obedient to G-d and for G-d to keep his 

promises; Avraham believed G-d would actually raise Isaac from burnt ash! Moses 

was a friend of G-d who spoke with Him face to face as with a friend and was the 

meekest man on the earth, the Scriptures record. David, despite his Conan the 

Barbarian streak was called a man after G-d’s own heart. And for Rav Sha’ul to be 

a student of the famous Gamliel and for him to be so zealous for Torah and for 

Judaism as he knew it, to be willing to go on manhunts for “Christians” he had the 



fierce loyalty and zeal for Torah that G-d was looking for to be most loved and the 

most hated Sheliachim of all time and to have his letters make the majority of the 

Brit Chadasha. G-d looks at the heart. As stated above, this is why HE chose 

Avraham and as we see and already know, G-d in verses 1-6 Promises Avraham a 

son and he will be the first of many in his line that eventually become countless as 

the stars in the sky and sand on the earth. 

 

In verses 7-20 G-d enters a covenant with Avraham, common place among this 

time and people. G-d in essence acting like a king and Avraham a vassal more akin 

to a comrade, hacks up various animals and as a flame G-d walks between the 

parts and in so many words says, “May what happened to these animals happen 

to me if I fail on my end of the covenant. But notice Avraham never walked 

through the parts himself, he fell asleep. G-d knew a mortal man could never keep 

his end of the bargain and if he had walked through the parts that would mean a 

horrible death if he had failed. So G-d went into the covenant with Avraham 

without inflicting a death penalty upon him for failure. 

 

(V. 13-16) But during Avraham’s nap G-d prophecies to Avraham in a dream, 

predicting the Egyptian Bondage and the Exodus. 

 

(V.17-20) G-d also give Avraham the dimensions of the Land of Promise and the 

people which will be defected, exiled or eradicated and as we will learn in the 

story of Sodom and Gomorrah, it will be on account these nations were wicked 

and ripe for judgment. 

 

Torah Tidbits on Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9CdYv-niX0  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9CdYv-niX0


HAFTARAH 

 

HAFTARAH #3 

 

In Isaiah 40:27-41:16, our Haftarah potion, this could have been in the covenantal 

document listing the part of the bargain G-d was responsible for. In short, no 

nation will be able to stand against Israel when they are striving to keep the 

Covenant because G-d has their back at all times. He allays any fears or 

insecurities that Israel may have that they are loved and favored and chosen by G-

d Himself and they will always be protected, taken care of and provided for and 

how He will glorify Himself through them. 

 

Haftarah Hashings on Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSluKQYbEaU  

 

BRIT CHADASHA 

 

BRIT CHADASHA #3 

 

In Revelation 18-21 we see the ultimate fulfillment of this ancient Covenant 

between G-d and Avraham. ALL enemies are vanquished and Israel occupies and 

rules the entire dimensions of the Land given by G-d in our Torah portion. 

 

Though we has His people often mess up and fail, the end of the story tells us that 

we will eventually get it right as humanly possible and all our enemies will be 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSluKQYbEaU


destroyed and we will enter and occupy the entire Land and Messiah will rule by 

Torah, the Kingdom Law. 

 

Brit Chadasha on Youtube:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rCXkVM0RMXo  

 

KIDS PORTION #3 

 

Have you ever made a deal or a covenant with someone? Have you ever promised 

someone you’ll be like blood brothers or BBF’s? Have you ever promised 

someone you will always be there anytime they need you? Has anyone ever made 

promises like that to you? Have you ever broken those promises or have they? 

 

Well, in this weeks Torah portion we find G-d making a promise, a Covenant with 

Avraham. G-d promises He will always be there to love and protect Avraham and 

all his descendants forever and all we have to do is the best of our ability follow 

His Torah. Even though G-d will NEVER break His promise to us, even though we 

will and a lot of times without meaning it. But as long as we see our mistakes and 

ask G-d to forgive us and do our best not to mess up in the same way next time, 

G-d will forgive us and see us through. G-d knows we can’t keep the Covenant 

perfectly like He can. That is why Yeshua came and makes up for whatever we 

lack, He comes through for us before G-d when we end up failing. 

 

Kids Torah on Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T7Sl3ggCqQc  

 

Shabbat Shalom and Shavuah Tov, 

-- Rabbi Yehudah 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rCXkVM0RMXo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T7Sl3ggCqQc


 

 

 


